
A CURVED BRUNN�MINKOWSKI INEQUALITY ON THEDISCRETE HYPERCUBEOR: WHAT IS THE RICCI CURVATURE OF THE DISCRETEHYPERCUBE?Y. OLLIVIER AND C. VILLANIAbstrat. We ompare two approahes to Rii urvature on non-smooth spaes,in the ase of the disrete hyperube {0, 1}N . While the oarse Rii urvatureof the �rst author readily yields a positive value for urvature, the displaementonvexity property of Lott, Sturm and the seond author ould not be fully imple-mented. Yet along the way we get new results of a ombinatorial and probabilistinature, inluding a urved Brunn�Minkowski inequality on the disrete hyperube.IntrodutionLet A0, A1 be two ompat, nonempty subsets of R
n. In one of its guises, theremarkable Brunn�Minkowski inequality states that

ln vol At > (1 − t) ln vol A0 + t ln vol A1where 0 6 t 6 1 and At = {(1 − t)a0 + ta1, a0 ∈ A0, a1 ∈ A1} is the set of t-midpoints between A0 and A1. In other words, the logarithm of the volume of Atis onave. We refer to [Gar02℄ for a nie survey. This is the �in�nite-dimensional�version of the Brunn�Minkowski inequality, from whih the more ommon versionusing 1/n-th powers instead of logarithms an be derived (see Eq. (22) in [Gar02℄).If R
n is replaed with a Riemannian manifold, the presene of positive urvatureimproves this inequality. Indeed, in [CMS06℄ (elaborating on [CMS01℄) it is provedthat if X is a smooth and omplete Riemannian manifold with Rii urvature atleast K for some K ∈ R, then for any two ompat, nonempty subsets A0, A1 ⊂ X,we have

ln vol At > (1 − t) ln vol A0 + t ln vol A1 +
K

2
t(1 − t) d(A0, A1)

2.Here the set of t-midpoints At is de�ned as the set of all γ(t) where γ is any min-imizing geodesi suh that γ(0) ∈ A0 and γ(1) ∈ A1. The distane d(A0, A1) is
infa0∈A0, a1∈A1 d(a0, a1).
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2 englishY. OLLIVIER AND C. VILLANI
Figure 1. In positive urvature, midpoints spread out.

(1 − κ) d on average
d

Figure 2. In positive urvature, balls are loser than their enters.Atually this kind of inequality has been used as a tentative de�nition of positiveRii urvature on more general, non-smooth spaes. The idea is that, in positiveurvature, �midpoints spread out� so that the set of midpoints of two given setsis larger than in the referene Eulidean ase (Fig. 1). This led to the notion ofdisplaement onvexity of entropy for Riemannian manifolds [RS05, CMS01, OV00℄,later developed by Sturm [Stu06℄ and Lott and the seond author [LV09℄. However,it is not lear how this fares for disrete spaes [BS09℄.Another approah to de�ne the Rii urvature of disrete spaes is oarse Riiurvature, developed by the �rst author [Oll07, Oll09℄. The motto is that, in positiveurvature, �balls are loser than their enters are� in transportation distane (Fig. 2).We ompare both approahes applied to the disrete hyperube X = {0, 1}N .This is the most simple disrete spae expeted to have positive Rii urvature insome sense, for a variety of reasons (see, e.g., paragraph 31
2
.21 �Spheres, ubes, andthe law of large numbers� in [Gro99℄). The subtitle question �What is the Riiurvature of the disrete hyperube?� was asked verbatim by Strook in a seminaras early as 1998, in a ontext of logarithmi Sobolev inequalities.



englishA CURVED BRUNN�MINKOWSKI INEQUALITY ON THE DISCRETE HYPERCUBE 3The formalism of oarse Rii urvature is readily available for the hyperube andyields a value of 2
N+1

for the Rii urvature of {0, 1}N (setion 2.1). On the otherhand, we ould not fully implement the displaement onvexity of entropy (properlydisretized) in the hyperube. Yet, along the way, we still get a ombinatorialBrunn�Minkowski inequality on the hyperube, inluding a positive urvature term.The resulting value of urvature is ≈ 1/N , ompatible with oarse Rii urvature.Aknowledgements: The authors would like to thank Prasad Tetali for helpfulomments on onentration in the symmetri group, whih led to improved on-stants. 1. Statement of results1.1. Brunn�Minkowski inequality in the hyperube. We onsider the disretehyperube X := {0, 1}N , N ∈ N, equipped with the Hamming (or ℓ1) metri
d((xi), (yi)) := #{i, xi 6= yi}.For A and B nonempty subsets of X, we de�ne d(A, B) := infa∈A,b∈B d(a, b).Let a and b be two points in X. A midpoint of a and b is any point m suh that

d(m, a) + d(m, b) = d(a, b) and |d(m, a) − d(a, b)/2| < 1. More expliitly: if d(a, b)is even, a midpoint is the middle point on any shortest path from a to b in X, and if
d(a, b) is odd, a midpoint is one the two middlemost points on suh a shortest path.In the hyperube, midpoints are by no means unique: the number of midpoints of aand b is the binomial oe�ient (

d(a,b)
d(a,b)/2

) if d(a, b) is even, and 2
(

d(a,b)
(d(a,b)−1)/2

) if d(a, b)is odd.If A and B are two subsets of X, the set of midpoints of A and B is the set ofmidpoints of all pairs (a, b) ∈ A × B.Theorem 1. Let A and B be two nonempty subsets of {0, 1}N . Let M be the set ofmidpoints of A and B. Then
ln #M >

1

2
ln#A +

1

2
ln #B +

K

8
d(A, B)2with K = 1

2N
.This is analogous to the urved Brunn�Minkowski inequality above in Riemannianmanifolds (for t = 1/2), with K playing the role of a urvature lower bound.The order of magnitude 1

N
for K is optimal: indeed, when A and B are singletonslying at distane N , then d(A, B)2 = N2, while the number of midpoints is (

N
N/2

)
∼

2N
√

2
πN

, so that ln #M grows linearly in N .



4 englishY. OLLIVIER AND C. VILLANIWe will now see that this theorem an be improved by replaing d(A, B) with atransportation distane.1.2. Entropy of midpoints in the hyperube. Theorem 1 appears as a partiularase of a re�ned statement using probability measures instead of sets.Let µ be a probability measure on a disrete set X. Its Shannon entropy is
S(µ) := −

∑

x∈X

µ(x) lnµ(x).In partiular, if µ is the uniform distribution on a �nite subset A ⊂ X, then S(µ) =
ln #A.In this paper, we shall also use the relative entropy (or Kullbak�Leibler diver-gene) of a measure µ with respet to a referene probability measure ν, de�nedas

H(µ|ν) :=
∑

x∈X

µ(x) ln
µ(x)

ν(x)
> 0.If X is �nite and the referene measure ν is uniform on X, then we have H(µ|ν) =

ln #X − S(µ).To state an entropi version of Theorem 1 we de�ne the midpoints of two measuresas follows. Loosely speaking, we �rst pik a random point a under µ0, then anindependent random point b under µ1, and �nally we pik a random midpoint of aand b uniformly over all suh midpoints.More preisely, let a and b be two points of the hyperube X. The midpointmeasure mid(a, b) is de�ned as the uniform probability measure on all midpoints of
a and b. Let now µ0, µ1 be two probability measures on X. The midpoint measureof µ0 and µ1 is de�ned as

mid(µ0, µ1) :=

∫∫
mid(a, b) dµ0(a)dµ1(b).Theorem 2. Let µ0 and µ1 be two probability measures on the disrete hyperube

X = {0, 1}N . Let µ1/2 = mid(µ0, µ1) be their midpoint measure. Then
S(µ1/2) >

1

2
(S(µ0) + S(µ1)) +

K

8
W1(µ0, µ1)

2with K = 1
2N

. Equivalently,
H(µ1/2|ν) 6

1

2
(S(µ0|ν) + S(µ1|ν)) −

K

8
W1(µ0, µ1)

2with ν the uniform probability measure on {0, 1}N .



englishA CURVED BRUNN�MINKOWSKI INEQUALITY ON THE DISCRETE HYPERCUBE 5Here we use the L1 Wasserstein distane
W1(µ, µ′) := inf

ξ

∫∫
d(a, b) dξ(a, b)where the in�mum is taken over all measures ξ on X×X suh that ∫

b
dξ(a, b) = dµ(a)and ∫

a
dξ(a, b) = dµ′(b), i.e., all ouplings of µ and µ′. We refer to [Vil03℄ for morebakground on this topi.Note that W1(µ0, µ1) is always at least d(A, B) for µ0 and µ1 supported in sets

A and B; in partiular, if µ0 and µ1 are taken uniform in A and B, Theorem 2 isreally a re�nement of Theorem 1.1.3. Limitations and open questions. A �rst limitation of these results is theneessity to take t = 1/2. This omes from the ombinatorial nature of our proof,whih, for the most basi situation K = 0, onsists in building an injetion from
A × B into M × M .This an probably be irumvented if we assume that the sets A and B are onvex(i.e. the midpoint of two points in A lies in A, and likewise for B): then, we andesribe t-midpoints of A and B as iterated 1/2-midpoints. (If A or B are notonvex, iterating only yields midpoints of several points in A and several points in
B, whih is not what we want.)The injetion from A × B into M × M used in our proof very naturally extendsto an injetion from A × B into Mt × M(1−t), with Mt the set of t-midpoints. Thisleads to a lower bound for ln#Mt + ln #M(1−t) in terms of ln #A + ln #B plusa urvature term. This also holds in the Riemannian ase (by adding the Brunn�Minkowski inequality for t and for (1 − t)). We do not know if there is a partiularinterpretation of this inequality.Our initial goal was to prove that the disrete hyperube has positive Rii ur-vature in the sense of Lott, Sturm and the seond author, i.e., that the hyperubesatis�es displaement onvexity of entropy (see below). The main di�erene withour result is that, in the Brunn�Minkowski inequality, we onsider all midpoints ofall pairs of points (a, b) with law µ0 ⊗ µ1; whereas for displaement onvexity, oneshould �rst hoose an optimal oupling between µ0 and µ1 and then only onsiderthe midpoints of those pairs (a, b) that make up the optimal oupling. The twoproperties oinide only when µ0 is a Dira measure, in whih ase our result isrelated to Sturm's measure ontration property [Stu06℄.So as far as we know, the problem of omputing the Rii urvature of the hyper-ube using the displaement onvexity approah is still open.
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µx

x y

µyFigure 3. Coarse Rii urvature in the hyperube.2. Two approahes to disrete Rii urvatureWe now present in more detail the two known approahes for Rii urvature ondisrete spaes. This is not neessary to understand our results and proofs, butprovides the original motivation.2.1. Coarse Rii urvature (after the �rst author). The basi idea of oarseRii urvature is to take two small balls and ompute the transportation distanebetween them. If this distane is smaller than the distane between the enters ofthe balls, then oarse Rii urvature is positive.This is formalized as follows [Oll07, Oll09℄. Let (X, d) be a metri spae equippedwith a measure µ. Let ε be a disretization parameter (we take ε = 1 for a graph)and assume that all ε-balls in X have �nite and non-zero measure. For x ∈ X de�nethe measure µx by restriting µ to the losed ε-ball around x:
µx :=

µ|B(x,ε)

µ(B(x, ε))with B(x, ε) = {y ∈ X, d(x, y) 6 ε}.If x and y are two points in X, then the oarse Rii urvature along (x, y) is thenumber κ(x, y) de�ned by
W1(µx, µy) =: (1 − κ(x, y)) d(x, y)where W1 is the L1 Wasserstein distane as de�ned earlier. If this is applied to aRiemannian manifold, this gives bak the ordinary Rii urvature when ε → 0, upto saling by ε2.Let us apply this to the disrete hyperube X = {0, 1}N equipped with the uniformmeasure. The measure µx is uniform on the N +1 neighbors of x (ounting x itself).When x and y are neighbors, it is very easy to ompute the urvature κ(x, y), asillustrated on Figure 3. Indeed, we have to move the N + 1 neighbors of x to the



englishA CURVED BRUNN�MINKOWSKI INEQUALITY ON THE DISCRETE HYPERCUBE 7
N + 1 neighbors of y; out of these N + 1 points, two are already in plae (x and ythemselves) and do not need to move, and the others have to move by a distane 1.So W1(µx, µy) = 1 − 2/(N + 1) and κ(x, y) = 2/(N + 1).If x and y are not neighbors, we use a loality property of oarse Rii urvature.Namely, if the spae X is δ-geodesi (i.e. if the distane between two points is realizedby a sequene of points with jumps at most δ), then it is enough to ompute κ(x, y)for d(x, y) 6 δ (Exerise 2 in [Oll07℄). A graph is 1-geodesi by de�nition of thegraph metri, so it is enough to work with neighbors.A lower bound on oarse Rii urvature omes with a number of onsequenes[Oll09℄. For the disrete hyperube equipped with the uniform measure these prop-erties were already known (but not on the hyperube with e.g. Bernoulli(θ/N) mea-sures [JO10℄).In general, one may diretly hoose an arbitrary Markov kernel µx (without usinga global measure µ); this leads to interesting appliations [JO10℄.2.2. Displaement onvexity (after Lott, Sturm and the seond author). In[RS05℄ (following ideas from [OV00℄), Renesse and Sturm present a haraterizationof Rii urvature on Riemannian manifolds, based on the idea that in positiveurvature, �midpoints spread out�.Let X be a smooth, omplete Riemannian manifold. Let dx be the Riemannianvolume measure on X. Given a probability measure µ on X, de�ne its relativeentropy as H(µ|dx) :=

∫
ln dµ

dx
dµ if the integral makes sense, or +∞ otherwise.Let P2(X) be the set of probability measures on X with �nite seond moment, i.e.those probability measures µ suh that ∫

d(pt, x)2 dµ(x) < ∞ for some (hene any)point pt ∈ X. On P2(X), the Wasserstein distane W2 is well-de�ned. Moreover,
P2(X) equipped with the metri W2 is a geodesi spae: given any two probabilitymeasures µ0, µ1 ∈ P2(X), there exists a urve (µt)t∈(0;1) in P2(X) with W2(µt, µt′) =
|t − t′| W2(µ0, µ1) for t, t′ ∈ [0; 1]. Suh a urve is alled a displaement interpolationbetween µ0 and µ1. We refer to Chapter 7 of [Vil08℄ for more details.Theorem 1.1 in [RS05℄ asserts that the RiemannianmanifoldX has Rii urvatureat least K ∈ R if and only if the following inequality is satis�ed: for any two measures
µ0, µ1 ∈ P2(X), for any W2-geodesi (µt)t∈(0;1) joining them, we have

H(µt|dx) 6 (1 − t)H(µ0|dx) + tH(µ1|dx) −
K

2
t(1 − t)W2(µ0, µ1)

2,a property alled displaement onvexity of the entropy funtion.For any probability measure µ we have H(µ|dx) > − ln vol Supp(µ), with equalitywhen µ is uniform on its support. Taking µ0 and µ1 to be uniform probability



8 englishY. OLLIVIER AND C. VILLANIdistributions on sets A0 and A1 respetively, we see that displaement onvexity ofentropy implies an inequality between the logarithms of the volumes of the supportof µt, µ0 and µ1. This inequality is very similar to the Brunn�Minkowski inequalitymentioned earlier. Atually, an important property of displaement interpolation isthat the measure µt will harge only t-midpoints between the supports of µ0 and µ1(Corollary 7.22 in [Vil08℄, basially due to Brenier and MCann), and so the Brunn�Minkowski inequality in a Riemannian manifold really follows from onvexity ofentropy.Displaement onvexity of entropy makes sense in an arbitrary geodesi spae. In[Stu06, LV09℄, it is taken as the basis for a notion of Rii urvature in suh spaes.The de�nition depends on two parameters K (the urvature) and N (a �dimension�).Displaement onvexity of entropy as written here orresponds to N = ∞, thesimplest and weakest ase.Interestingly, this approah applies to spaes with positive urvature in the senseof Alexandrov [Pet℄.Appliation to disrete spaes requires some hanges: for instane, in the ase ofthe hyperube onsidered in this artile, learly if two points are at odd distane theydo not have an exat midpoint, but they have an approximate midpoint up to an er-ror term ±1/2. Suh an approah is used in [Bon09℄ to de�ne the Brunn�Minkowskiinequality on disrete spaes. In [BS09℄, Bonioat and Sturm use approximate mid-points in the spae of probability measures to extend the de�nition of displaementonvexity of entropy to disrete spaes, and provide examples of planar graphs sat-isfying this property. To our knowledge, these planar graphs are the only disreteexamples so far.3. Brunn�Minkowski inequality without urvatureTo make the idea learer and introdue neessary onepts, we begin with a sim-pli�ed version of Theorem 1, namely the same statement with K = 0. So let A, B betwo nonempty subsets of the hyperube X = {0, 1}N . Let M be the set of midpointsof A and B. We want to prove that
ln#M >

1

2
(ln #A + ln #B)or equivalently

#M >
√

#A #B.Let a = (ai)16i6N ∈ A and b = (bi)16i6N ∈ B. A midpoint m = (mi) of aand b is a sequene of bits suh that mi = ai whenever ai = bi and suh that half



englishA CURVED BRUNN�MINKOWSKI INEQUALITY ON THE DISCRETE HYPERCUBE 9the remaining bits oinide with those of a and the other half with those of b. Let
r = d(a, b) be the number of distint bits between a and b. For �xed a and b,there is a one-to-one orrespondene between the midpoints m of a and b and thesubsets c ⊂ {1, . . . , r} with ardinality r/2 (if r is even) or r/2±1/2 (r odd): amongthe r distint bits between a and b, the set c desribes those piked from a in theonstrution of m.We shall all r-rossover suh a c ⊂ {1, . . . , r} with |#c − r/2| 6 1/2. We shalldenote m = ϕc(a, b) the midpoint of a and b de�ned by rossover c. If c is a rossover,we shall denote by c̄ its omplement, whih is also a rossover.Note that, given a �xed d(a, b)-rossover c, the pairΦc(a, b) := (ϕc(a, b), ϕc̄(a, b)) =
(m, m′) allows to reover a and b. Indeed, the idential bits in m and m′ are thesame as in a and b; the bits that di�er between m and m′ also di�er between a and
b, and knowledge of the rossover c tells us exatly whih of those ome from a or b.In partiular, for eah r ∈ {0, . . . , N}, let us de�ne the r-rossover cr := {1, 2, . . . , ⌊r/2⌋}.Then the map (a, b) → Φcd(a,b)

(a, b) is an injetion from A × B to M × M where Mis the set of midpoints of A and B. This proves that #(A × B) 6 #(M × M) asneeded.For later use, let us state a property of the oding maps ϕc and Φc. If Φc(a, b) =
(m, m′), we denote a = ϕ−1

c (m, m′) and b = ϕ−1
c̄ (m, m′) = ϕ−1

c (m′, m).Let us equip the set of rossovers Cr with the distane
d(c, c′) := #(c\c′) + #(c′\c).Proposition 3 (Deoding is isometri). Let m, m′ ∈ {0, 1}N . Let c1, c2 ∈ Cd(m,m′).Let a1 = ϕ−1

c1
(m, m′) and a2 = ϕ−1

c2
(m, m′). Then d(a1, a2) = d(c1, c2).Proof. Given m and m′, modifying the rossover c hanges the preimage ϕ−1

c (m, m′)by the same amount. �4. Conentration in the set of rossoversTo get an improved inequality with positive urvature K, we will need to studygeometri properties of the set of rossovers; more preisely we show that this setexhibits onentration of measure. This is obtained from the well-known onen-tration of measure in the permutation group by a quotienting argument. (We referto [Led01℄ for more bakground about onentration of measure.) We �rst stateonentration in the permutation group under the form we need.



10 englishY. OLLIVIER AND C. VILLANILemma 4 (Conentration in Sn). Let Sn be the permutation group on {1, . . . , n}.Equip Sn with the distane d(σ, σ′) = #{i, σ(i) 6= σ′(i)} for σ, σ′ ∈ Sn. Let ν be theuniform probability measure on Sn.Let f : Sn → R be a 1-Lipshitz funtion. Then f satis�es the onentrationinequality
ν({f >

∫
fdν + t}) 6 e−t2/2(n−1) ∀t > 0and the Laplae transform estimate∫

eλfdν 6 eλ
R

fdν + (n−1)λ2/2 ∀λ ∈ R.Proof. The seond statement is Proposition 6.1 in [BHT06℄. The �rst statementfollows by the exponential Markov inequality. �Proposition 5 (The set of rossovers is onentrated). Let n > 1 and let Cn bethe set of parts c ⊂ {1, . . . , n} with |#c − n/2| < 1. Equip Cn with the distane
d(c, c′) := #(c\c′) + #(c′\c) as above and with the uniform probability measure µ.Let f : Cn → R be a 1-Lipshitz funtion. Then f satis�es the onentrationinequality

µ({f >
∫

fdµ + t}) 6 e−t2/2n ∀t > 0and the Laplae transform estimate∫
eλfdµ 6 eλ

R
fdµ + nλ2/2 ∀λ ∈ R.Proof. Let us begin with even n. Then the natural ation of Sn on {1, . . . , n} pre-serves Cn. Let us �x an origin c0 := {1, . . . , n/2} ∈ Cn and de�ne the projetionmap π : Sn → Cn by σ 7→ σ(c0). Eah �ber of π has the same ardinality ((n/2)!)2.Moreover, if we equip Sn and Cn with the distanes as above, then the map π is

1-Lipshitz.Thus, if f : Cn → R is a 1-Lipshitz funtion, the funtion f̃ := f ◦π is 1-Lipshitzon Sn. So f̃ satis�es the onentration property ν({f̃ >
∫

f̃ dν + t}) 6 e−t2/2(r−1)where ν is the uniform probability measure on Sn. Sine all �bers of π have the sameardinality, π sends ν to the uniform measure µ and so the same estimate holds for
f in Cn under µ. The argument is idential for the Laplae transform estimate.For odd n we proeed as follows. Let us �x c0 = {1, . . . , ⌊n/2⌋} ∈ Cn and
c1 = {1, . . . , ⌈n/2⌉} ∈ Cn. Let us de�ne the set S∗

n := Sn×{0} ⊔ Sn×{1}. De�nethe map π : S∗
n → Cn by (σ, i) 7→ σ(ci) for i = 0, 1. Then eah �ber of π has thesame ardinality ⌊n/2⌋! ⌈n/2⌉!. Let us equip S∗

n with the metri d((σ, i), (σ′, i′)) =
|i − i′| + d(σ, σ′). Then one heks that π is 1-Lipshitz from S∗

n to Cn. (A more



englishA CURVED BRUNN�MINKOWSKI INEQUALITY ON THE DISCRETE HYPERCUBE 11elegant onstrution would have used c 7→ c̄ to get a group struture on S∗
n, but thishas bad metri properties.)Given a 1-Lipshitz funtion f : Cn → R, onsider as above the funtion f̃ := f ◦πon S∗

n. Applying, for instane, the tehnique of Theorem 4.2 in [Led01℄ to getonentration of measure in S∗
n instead of Sn, we get that f̃ satis�es the Laplaetransform estimate

∫
eλ ef dν 6 eλ

R efdν+(r−1)λ2/2+λ2/8 6 eλ
R efdν+rλ2/2with ν the uniform probability measure on S∗

n. This implies that ν({f̃ >
∫

f̃ dν +

t}) 6 e−t2/2r. Just as above, this estimate then holds for f on Cn. �Corollary 6. Let A be a subset of the set of rossovers Cn and let Ā := {c̄, c ∈ A}.Suppose that d(A, Ā) > k. Then
#A 6 e−k2/8n #Cn.Proof. Consider the funtion f : Cn → R given by f(c) := 1

2

(
d(c, A) − d(c, Ā)

).This funtion is 1-Lipshitz, and takes values at least k/2 on A. By symmetry theaverage of f is 0. So applying the above, we get that the (relative) measure of A in
Cn is at most e−k2/8n. �The following is a re�ned version of Corollary 6, in whih the set A is replaedwith a measure ξ, ardinals are replaed with entropies, and the distane d(A, Ā) isreplaed with W1(ξ, ξ̄).Corollary 7. Let ξ be a probability measure on the set of rossovers Cn. Let ξ̄ bethe omplement of ξ i.e. ξ̄(c) := ξ(c̄) for c ∈ Cn. Then

S(ξ) 6 ln #Cn −
1

8n
W1(ξ, ξ̄)

2with S the Shannon entropy.Proof. The proof uses the following onsequene of Proposition 5.Lemma 8 (W1H inequality for rossovers). Let ξ be a probability measure on Cn.Then
W1(ξ, µ)2 6 2nH(ξ|µ)where µ is the uniform probability measure on Cn and H the relative entropy.



12 englishY. OLLIVIER AND C. VILLANIIndeed, by a result of Bobkov and Götze (Theorem 3.1 in [BG99℄), the inequality
W1(ξ, µ)2 6 2γH(ξ|ν) for all measures ξ, is equivalent to the Laplae transformestimate ∫

eλfdµ 6 eλ
R

fdµ+γλ2/2 for all λ ∈ R and all 1-Lipshitz funtions f . So thelemma is atually equivalent to Proposition 5.Now, sine W1(ξ, ξ̄) 6 W1(ξ, µ) + W1(µ, ξ̄) = 2W1(ξ, µ) by symmetry, we get
H(ξ|µ) >

1

8n
W1(ξ, ξ̄)

2.Finally, using H(ξ|µ) = ln #Cn−S(ξ), this rewrites in terms of the Shannon entropyas
S(ξ) 6 ln #Cn −

1

8n
W1(ξ, ξ̄)

2.

�5. Positively urved Brunn�Minkowski inequalityLet us now prove Theorem 1. So let again A, B be two nonempty subsets of thehyperube X = {0, 1}N , and let M be the set of midpoints of A and B. We have toprove that
ln #M >

1

2
(ln #A + ln #B) +

K d(A, B)2

8
, K =

1

2N
.The di�erene with the ase K = 0 is that we now onsider all rossovers at one.Let Cr be the set of r-rossovers. Let Y := {(a, b, c), a ∈ A, b ∈ B, c ∈ Cd(a,b)}.Consider the map f : (a, b, c) 7→ Φc(a, b) from Y to M ×M . This map f may not beone-to-one; but we will show that it is not too-many-to-one. The idea is that, given apair of midpoints (m, m′), the geometry of A and B allows to guess, to some extent,whih rossover was used, so that the ardinality of f−1(m, m′) is bounded. (This ismost lear when A is a singleton {00 . . . 00}, in whih ase there is no ambiguity onthe rossover: every '1' in m or m′ was taken from B.)Let Yr := {(a, b, c) ∈ Y, d(a, b) = r} and let likewise (M × M)r := {(m, m′) ∈

M × M, d(m, m′) = r}. Now �x (m, m′) ∈ (M × M)r. The �ber f−1(m, m′) isin bijetion with the set E of rossovers c ∈ Cr suh that Φ−1
c (m, m′) ∈ A × B.Consider, symmetrially, the set E ′ = {c ∈ Cr, Φ−1

c (m, m′) ∈ B ×A}. By de�nition
Φc = (ϕc, ϕc̄), so the elements of E ′ are the omplements of the elements of E.We laim that d(E, E ′) > d(A, B). Indeed, if c ∈ E, c′ ∈ E ′ we have ϕ−1

c1
(m, m′) ∈

A and ϕ−1
c′ (m, m′) ∈ B. Sine deoding is isometri (Proposition 3) we have d(c, c′) >

d(A, B).



englishA CURVED BRUNN�MINKOWSKI INEQUALITY ON THE DISCRETE HYPERCUBE 13Corollary 6 then states that the ardinality of E is at most #Cre
−d(A,B)2/8r. Sinethe ardinality of E is also the ardinality of the �ber f−1(m, m′), this shows thatthe map f : Yr → (M × M)r is at most (#Cre

−d(A,B)2/8r)-to-one. Consequently,
#Yr 6 #Cre

−d(A,B)2/8r #(M × M)r.Setting (A×B)r := {(a, b) ∈ A×B, d(a, b) = r}, we have #Yr = #(A × B)r×#Crso that
#(M × M)r > ed(A,B)2/8r #(A × B)r.Finally, summing over r from 1 to N we �nd
#(M × M) > ed(A,B)2/8N#(A × B)whih proves Theorem 1.6. Entropy of the set of midpointsWe now turn to the proof of Theorem 2.Remember that, given a and b in the hyperube X, the midpoint measure mid(a, b)is the uniform probability measure on all midpoints of a and b. The midpointmeasure of two probability measures µA and µB is de�ned as

mid(µA, µB) :=

∫∫
mid(a, b) dµA(a)dµB(b)that is, the average of mid(a, b) where a and b are taken independently at randomunder µA and µB.The proof follows the same lines as in the deterministi ase, using probabilitymeasures instead of sets. The reader should think of the probability measures belowas being nothing but weighted sets, and their Shannon entropy as being the logarithmof their ardinality. The main di�erenes are as follows:

• In the set-theoreti version, a key point was an estimation of the ardinality ofthe �bers of the map (a, b, c) 7→ (m, m′) = Φc(a, b). The lower bound on theardinality of the set {(m, m′)} followed. Here, we will use the assoiativityof Shannon entropy to express the same relationship, yielding a lower boundon the entropy of (m, m′) if the entropy of the �bers is known.
• The �nal result involves W1(µA, µB) instead of d(A, B). In the set-theoretiversion, we used the map c 7→ c̄ and the fat that Φc(a, b) = Φc̄(b, a) toonlude that, if Φc(a, b) = Φc′(a

′, b′) then d(c̄, c′) = d(b, a′) > d(A, B). ThenCorollary 6 was used to bound the ardinality of the set E of suh rossovers
c in a �ber. The re�ned version uses the relation d(c̄, c′) = d(b, a′) to turnany oupling between E and Ē, into a oupling between A and B with the



14 englishY. OLLIVIER AND C. VILLANIsame transportation distane. Then, Corollary 7 is used as a re�ned versionof Corollary 6 and yields a bound on the entropy of the rossovers c in a�ber.So let a and b be independent random variables with law µA and µB. Let as above
Cr be the set of r-rossovers. Let c be a random variable uniformly distributed on
Cd(a,b), independent of a and b onditionally to d(a, b). Let us de�ne the randomvariables m := ϕc(a, b) and m′ := ϕc̄(a, b). Thus the law of m is mid(µA, µB), as isthe law of m′.Let us slightly abuse notation and denote by S((y)) the Shannon entropy of thelaw of a random variable y. We have S((m, m′)) 6 S((m)) + S((m′)) but sine mand m′ have the same law mid(µA, µB), we get

S(mid(µA, µB)) >
1

2
S((m, m′)).Consider as above the map Φ sending (a, b, c) to Φc(a, b) = (m, m′). Let Y(m,m′)be the law of (a, b, c) knowing (m, m′). By the assoiativity of entropy, the Shannonentropy of the law of (m, m′) is the entropy of the law of (a, b, c) minus the averageentropy of �bers of Φ, namely:

S((m, m′)) = S((a, b, c)) − ES(Y(m,m′)).The �rst term is omputed as follows. The random variables a and b are indepen-dent, and, onditionally to d(a, b), the variable c is independent of a and b with lawthe uniform distribution Ud(a,b) on Cd(a,b). So
S((a, b, c)) = S((a)) + S((b)) + ES(Ud(a,b)) = S(µA) + S(µB) + E ln #Cd(a,b).Let us turn to the seond term ES(Y(m,m′)). This means we have to evaluate theentropy of the �bers of Φ, as in the non-random ase.Let E(m,m′) be the law of c knowing (m, m′) (i.e., the third marginal of Y(m,m′)).Given (m, m′), the value of c determines a and b, and so, S((a, b, c)|(m, m′)) =

S((c)|(m, m′)) i.e.
S(Y(m,m′)) = S(E(m,m′))so that

S((m, m′)) = S(µA) + S(µB) + E ln #Cd(a,b) − ES(E(m,m′)).If, at this point, we apply the rude estimate S(E(m,m′)) 6 ln #Cd(m,m′), we get
S((m, m′)) > S(µA) + S(µB) + E ln #Cd(a,b) −E ln #Cd(m,m′) = S(µA) + S(µB) sine
d(a, b) = d(m, m′). This implies S((m)) > 1

2
(S(µA) + S(µB)) i.e. the ase K = 0 inthe theorem.



englishA CURVED BRUNN�MINKOWSKI INEQUALITY ON THE DISCRETE HYPERCUBE 15As in the set-theoreti ase, we will show that E(m,m′) has small Shannon entropyby using onentration properties in the set of rossovers. Corollary 7 tells us that
S(E(m,m′)) 6 ln #Cd(m,m′) −

1

8d(m, m′)
W1(E(m,m′), Ē(m,m′))

2where Ē(m,m′) is the image of E(m,m′) by c 7→ c̄. Thus, we need to evaluate thedistane between E(m,m′) and Ē(m,m′), as in the deterministi ase.Atually we only need an estimate on average over (m, m′). We laim that
EW1(E(m,m′), Ē(m,m′))

2
> W1(µA, µB)2.Indeed, let us �x (m, m′) for now, and let A(m,m′) and B(m,m′) be the laws of aand b knowing (m, m′), respetively. Sine a = ϕ−1

c (m, m′) and b = ϕ−1
c̄ (m, m′),any oupling between E(m,m′) and Ē(m,m′) determines a oupling between A(m,m′)and B(m,m′). Moreover, sine deoding is isometri by Proposition 3, these ou-plings will de�ne the same transportation distane. So we get W1(A(m,m′), B(m,m′)) 6

W1(E(m,m′), Ē(m,m′)).If for eah (m, m′) we are given a oupling between A(m,m′) and B(m,m′), by summa-tion this de�nes a oupling between µA and µB and so W1(µA, µB) 6 EW1(A(m,m′), B(m,m′)).Thus W1(µA, µB) 6 EW1(E(m,m′), Ē(m,m′)). Then, by onvexity we get
W1(µA, µB)2 6 EW1(E(m,m′), Ē(m,m′))

2as announed.Putting everything together and using that d(m, m′) = d(a, b), we get
S((m, m′)) = S((a, b, c)) − ES(Y(m,m′))

= S(µA) + S(µB) + E ln #Cd(a,b) − ES(E(m,m′))

> S(µA) + S(µB) + E ln #Cd(a,b) − E ln #Cd(m,m′) + E

[
W1(E(m,m′), Ē(m,m′))

2

8d(m, m′)

]

> S(µA) + S(µB) +
1

8N
EW1(E(m,m′), Ē(m,m′))

2

> S(µA) + S(µB) +
1

8N
W1(µA, µB)2and so

S((m)) >
1

2
(S(µA) + S(µB)) +

1

16N
W1(µA, µB)2whih ends the proof.
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